
Introduction to the Technology
Understanding cellular heterogeneity and spatial 
relationships between biomarkers within the tumor 
microenvironment is a key component to translational 
research in immuno-oncology. A reproducible, quantitative, 
easy-to-use, and standardized multiplex fluorescent IHC 
assay is required for quantitative assessment of these 
relationships in situ for current I/O clinical trials and 
translational researche. MOTiF panel kits enable a fully 
developed, yet flexible, end-to-end workflow solution for 
tissue biomarker discovery in lung cancer and melanoma. 
This workflow provides an integrated solution including 
optimized ready-to-use (RTU) reagents plus image analysis 
algorithms, enabling a comprehensive and specific tumor 
microenvironment analysis with minimal user tuning. 
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FIGURE 1. Opal Detection. Opal amplification of antigen detection using 
primary antibody (purple), Opal HRP polymer (green/black) and Opal 
fluorophores (blue/orange). After deposition of Opal reagents, antibodies 
are stripped to allow subsequent staining of other antigens.  

FIGURE 2: MOTIF Panel Lung Kit. Whole slide scan of MOTiF PD1/PD-L1 
Panel validated assay scanned with Vectra Polaris multispectral imaging 
system. 

MEET THE MOTiF PANEL KITS:

• The MOTiF panel kits provide an end-to-end solution 
for whole slide tissue multiplexing with validated 
parameters for staining, imaging, and analysis. 

• The MOTiF panel kits are enabled with multispectral 
imaging on PhenoImager™ HT (formerly Vectra® 
Polaris™) and PhenoImager Fusions systems and 
inForm spectral unmixing and analysis.

• The MOTiF panel kits detect PD-1, PD-L1, FoxP3, 
PanCK or Sox10/S100, CD8, and CD68 using antibodies 
validated on lung and melanoma tissue. 

• The MOTiF panel kits are compatible for use with FFPE 
tissue on standard microscope slides stained on an 
automated system. 

HIGHLIGHTS:
• MOTiF - PD-1/PD-L1 panel kits provide an 

easy-to-use solution for detection and 
quantification of up to six validated antibodies 
in a single tissue section. 

• MOTiF - PD-1/PD-L1 panel kits are made with 
ready-to-use concentrations of antibodies.

• MOTiF - PD-1/PD-L1 panel kits offer 
predetermined exposure times and 
experiment protocols for PhenoImager 
systems.  

• MOTiF - PD-1/PD-L1 panel kits enable   preset 
cell segmentation and a rules based analysis 
algorithm in inForm for rapid and accurate 
cell count, phenotyping, and spatial analysis. 
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We’ve rebranded some of our products. Phenoptics™ is now PhenoImager™  
and Vectra® Polaris® is now PhenoImager™ HT..
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Pathologist-verifed antibodies
MOTiF PD-1/PD-L1 panel kits were validated by a pathologist 
against DAB staining. Results show that MOTiF panel kits 
mirror DAB detection of target antibodies. MOTiF panel kit 
antibodies have sufficient dynamic range to detect and 
quantify the target antigen. 

Spatial analysis enabled by rules-basd phenotyping
MOTiF PD-1/PD-L1 panel kits are accompanied with 
turnkey inForm analysis algorithms that enable spatial 
analysis and cell phenotyping. This pre-designed analysis 
algorithm enables rapid and accurate phenotyping and 
allows investigators to see cells in context of the tumor 
microenvironment. 

Reproducible results
MOTiF PD-1/PD-L1 panel kits enable reproducible antigen 
detection across large cohorts of patients.  Day to day 
reproducibility ensures consistent and accurate detection of 
target antigens. 

Sensitivity of PD-L1 detection is improved by spectral 
unmixing with PhenoImager systems
MOTiF PD-1/PD-L1 panel kits are imaged with 
predetermined exposure times and protocols using 
PhenoImager multispectral imaging systems. Spectral 
unmixing dramatically improves the signal to noise ratio for 
detection of target antigens, such as PD-L1. 
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FIGURE 3. Chromogenic and Fluorescence Concordance Matrix for 
MOTiF PD1/PD-L1 Panel Assay. Consecutive sections from lung cancer 
are stained with the MOTiF PD1/PD-L1 Panel Kits or Leica BOND Polymer 
Refine Detection Kit. Representative Fields comparing DAB and Unmixed 
Monoplex view from the MOTiF PD1/PD-L1 Panel Assay from lung cancer.

FIGURE 5. Turnkey spatial analysis and cell phenotyping. Touching 
cell (A) and nearest neighbor (B) plots from for lung cancer. Each plot 
shows two phenotypes (CD8+ is blue, CD68+ is yellow, and tumor+ is red). 
In touching cell plots, a cell outline is filled if it is touching a cell of the 
paired phenotype. In nearest neighbor plots, the nearest PanCK+ cell to 
each CD8+ cell is connected by a white line. Summaries of cell phenotype 
counts for the fields are reported (C). 

FIGURE 4. MOTiF is reproducible. Top Quartile results from phenotyping 
analysis on serial section slides from 3 different tissues stained with MOTiF 
PD-1/PD-L1 Panel kits. Phenotyping algorithm applied to all tissues and top 
25% of positive cells reported. A scoring threshold was used to determine 
PD-L1+ cells for analysis.

FIGURE 6. Detecting PD-L1 expression above autofluorescence 
background. Overlays of PD-L1 (Opal 520, green) and DAPI (blue) signals 
for PD-L1+ cores (left) and PD-L1- cores (right). Without unmixing (top row), 
autofluorescence signals can be detected in the Opal 520 channel and 
PD-L1- cores may be mistakenly categorized as PD-L1+. Spectral unmixing 
dramatically improves the signal to noise ratio and removes false positives 
by utilizing the intrinsic spectral signature of autofluorescence.

BOND is a registered trademark of Leica Biosystems and its affiliates. 
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